Camera Club show at the Eddison Club
The Eddison Club in Weston provides a weekly program for retired service
men, their wives and widows. Last month members of the Camera Club
were invited back for the second year in a row to
show slides of their recent work.
Heide Smith: Electricians and their Dog, from Tradesmen of Fishwyck,
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/national/act/heide-smiths-aportrait-of-canberra-and-canberrans-20120920-267yo.html

Neva and Coral commenced the presentation with
a talk about Heidi Smith’s photobook of Canberra
and showed photos they took in a project to rephotograph some of the places Heide
photographed in 2003. Ann followed with a slide
show of the birds in her garden, some of which are rarely sighted in
Canberra. Finally, David showed a selection of photos he took last year
along the original route of the Ghan Railway.

How to Learn Photography
What way do you find best to learn photography? Rob, the guy who writes
the Lightstalking blog (based in Sydney), asked this question of his many
followers and got these results:
Video
On-line posts
Books
Doing
where N=41.

5%
2%
0%
93%
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As a survey goes, it leaves much to be desired and is probably at best one of
those events people call a “straw poll”, but the difference between those
photographers who learn most from actually taking photographs and all
the others is so striking that it deserves attention. The message is clear:
unless you are one in a small minority, you are best off taking lots of
photographs. So, as Rob puts it “Pick up your camera, walk outside and
start looking for subjects”. But he also says, after you “shoot’, then “analyse
your results”. Just taking photographs is not enough: critical analysis is
essential if you are to learn and improve.

Photoshop for iPad
Rumour has it that Adobe will soon release a version of Photoshop for use
on tablets. Improvements in screen resolution and clarity plus of course,
the evermore powerful operating systems mean that those of us who wish
to process our photos on the go will have the duo of Lightroom and
Photoshop at our fingertips on tablets ¾ and one might add, preferably
those the size of the iPad Pro. Jon Stapley, writing in Digital Camera World,
said that …it looks as though future versions of Photoshop will resemble the
current iteration of Lightroom CC in their cross-platform functionality,
allowing users to preserve edits between devices and make adjustments while
on the move.
https://www.digitalcameraworld.com/news/adobe-reportedly-bringingfull-version-of-photoshop-to-ipad

Complete Guide to B&W
Spencer Cox writes for
Photography Life some of the
technically best but easy to read
articles on aspects of
photography. This lengthy guide
(it runs to 29 A4 pages) is as
close to a complete guide as one
might get short of writing
volumes. Excellently illustrated,
this post is an education in itself.
https://photographylife.com/black-andwhite-photography
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Tips for Improving Architectural Photos
Posting for Lightstalking,
JasenkaG writes:
Buildings are like people in a way –
each has its own mood and
personality. Good architectural
photography is looking to capture
the most enchanting qualities of
various buildings and their
interiors and exteriors.
This is an intriguing idea: should
we think of photographing buildings as “taking their portraits”? Whaever
you think of this, the six “tips” the writer gives look like good advice:
https://www.lightstalking.com/6-tips-to-improve-your-architectural-photography

Big Smile for the Camera
How often have you heard this said as someone is about to take a photo of
others? Of course, the smiles can turn out as self-conscious grimaces.
Worse still, not everyone might be in the mood to smile. Tedric Garrison in
his Ready, Set, Frown: Portrait Photography For Emotional Response gives
the example of a woman in a family group photo who recently lost her
husband of 53 years. Or, as he says, Sure, you can take pictures of the joy of
victory, but don’t forget about the agony of defeat. We are human, after all.
Or, It is often hard to tell just how good or brave or strong a person is unless
you also see what they had to overcome. A family photo album that only
shows smiles is a book of lies. Include some tears, expressions of doubt,
prayers, and pain, and you have a book that means more.
Another quote of his worth pondering is: If every photographer thought of
his or her work as having to tell a story, our photos would be much more
focused. (No pun intended.) Every element in the shot needs to have a
purpose. So, “fill the frame”, “get in as close as possible”, “crop”….these are
all good admonitions but having it clear in your mind what it is you are
trying to communicate in your photo trumps all others.
There is food for thought here in every paragraph.
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/ready-set-frown-portraitphotography-for-emotional-response/
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Free eBook Keep it Simple, Shooter
A free eBook highly recommended for those of us who would like to see
more or less “All You Need To Know” about making good images collected
in one place, can be downloaded from the World Photo Adventures page at
https://mailchi.mp/worldadventures/the-best-africa-has-to-offer-freeebook?e=bfd6476fba
Cover of the eBook “Keep it Simple, Shooter : A guide to making
great images” by Darran Leal now available for free download.

World Photo Adventures is one of those
companies who organize photo safaris to farflung and exotic places. The eBook however, is
not an advertisement, as you might expect, for
the company’s services but a well-written
compendium of photographic information.
Sure, I would help you make better
photographs of the Northern Lights or lion
packs in Africa, but this is a better guide to
digital photography than many an expensive
hard-cover book on bookshop shelves.

Have a go at Still Life

If you have never tried your hand (and camera) at still life ¾ also known as
“table-top photography”¾ then this step-by-step guide from Picture
Correct is just for you (recommended for Beginners):
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/still-life-photography-tips-techniques/

Storytelling Photography
Sudipta Shaw writing for
Picture Correct says: We all
have emotions within us, and a
careful shot of a scene can make
us laugh, cry, or even get angry.
This is the magic of a photo that
tells a story.
However, he adds ….it’s in the
mind of the photographer to
direct the minds of the viewers
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to a particular, strong, and appealing story. And if the photographer is not
successful in this endeavor then the photograph loses its distinctiveness and
falls under the average category.
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/storytelling-photography/
In this article he elaborates on 5 properties ¾ Mood; Emotion; Narrative;
Ideas and Messages. As an example of one of these properties, Shaw says
that ….the message is the “future” of what the viewer is currently seeing and
conceiving in the photograph. So, just for the exercise, what is the “future”,
the message in this accompanying photo? What do you know is about to
happen?

Ten Composition Tips
The Internet is loaded with advice
from photographers to other
photographers on how to
improve the composition of their
photos, but this post by Wayne
Turner in Picture Correct is one
worth reading and putting into
practice.
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/top-10-composition-tips-inphotography/

Action Photography
Maybe it is because our age
demographic makes us less
inclined to get out and take action
photographs, but it seems few such
images show up in our monthly
exhibitions. In contrast, our world
is flooded with action images, most
taken by sports photojournalists.
Probably, some of the most
compelling, exciting and best
crafted images we ever see are
those of sports action.
In her post on Picture Correct, Autumn Lockwood gives some good advice
for those interested in trying their hand at action photography. First of all,
she says, you need to know your subject ¾ you need to know where best to
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position yourself for the best action and to know how players, performers
or whomever are likely to behave. Other suggestions include getting to
capture the subject in action; focus in advance; pan with the subject; use
the right ISO and flash if appropriate; frame the image for action; take lots
of photos and if necessary, familiarise yourself with the “continuous focus”
function of your camera.
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/action-photography-tips/
By the way, if you haven’t tried “panning”,
it involves focussing on the subject and
moving the camera in the direction of the
movement so the subject remains in focus
but the background becomes blurred with
movement. Not only does this technique
allow you to get good shots of the moving
subject but the blurred background
suggests a sense of speed.

Removing Distractions with Adobe Photoshop
An article explaining how you can remove distractions with 3 contentaware tools in Adobe Photoshop by Meg Faehl for Photography Life can be
found at https://photographylife.com/removing-distractions-withcontent-aware-in-photoshop.
Meg says that Photoshop’s
content-aware tools are powerful
options for removing distractions
and objects in a photo.
The bright log on the middle/right side of the
photo was a distraction so Meg shows how to
remove it in Photoshop.

•
•
•

She goes on to suggest:
Use the fill tool when your subject is set on a simple background with
plenty of negative space around it.
When removing an object that is set in a busy scene or on a detailed or
patterned background, content-aware patch is likely your best option.
When removing small objects, blemishes, or power lines from an image
the content-aware spot healing brush is a great choice.
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Better Sunset
Photography
Before the Weather each
evening, the ABC has been
showing viewers’ photos,
many of which are sunset or
sunrise images. It is all very
well to be excited by the
wonderful colours seen in
the sky at those times, but it
takes more than just pretty colours to make a picture. In his “Step-by-Step
Guide to Better Sunset Pictures”, Paul Summers outlines some of the things
photographers need to do to make their sunset (and presumably sunrise)
images into pictures and not just bursts of coloured clouds. Not only do you
need to get the exposure right, you must also make good use of the
foreground, often a tricky juggling act if you want to get both sky and
foreground exposed properly.
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/step-by-step-guide-to-bettersunset-photography/

The Importance of White Balance
How many of us amateur photographers make good use of white balance?
Probably, most of us are inclined to leave our cameras set to “auto” for
white balance even if we make full use of other controls. Also, do we ever
consider changing white balance in Lightroom when processing our RAW
files? An article on the Thomas Fitzgerald Photography blog, the importance
of white balance and how to use it creatively can be found at:
https://blog.thomasfitzgeraldphotography.com/blog/2018/7/the-importanceof-white-balance

The Zone System in Black & White Photography
Half a century ago, I took advantage of the adaptation by the great
American photographer and teacher, Minor White, of the Zone System
originally devised in 1941 by Ansel Adams and Fred Archer. White adapted
the system to work on roll film rather than on plate negatives which of
course Adams employed to produce his iconic landscapes. For me, it was
very much a labour of love because it involved a lengthy and painstaking
process of standardizing every step of the way in producing my B&W
photos of the day.
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There have been more recent
adaptations for use in digital
photography, but even if you don’t
learn the full, complex system, the
Zone System remains a very handy
guide to us all. Most importantly,
it enables us to pre-visualise our
photographs at the point of
capture by giving us a way of
assessing the range of tones in our
photo according to the 10 standard “zones” described in the system and
adjusting our exposures accordingly.
Ted Garrison is a leading photographer who also admires the Zone System.
His article, at https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/photography-blackand-white-zones/ explains the Zone System and how we might use it in
our modern-day digital B&W photography.

Street Photography Tips with Any Camera
Many of us are travellers, either within Australia or perhaps more often
these days, to places overseas which we find more novel and even exotic.
One of the joys of travel for those of us who are also photographers is a
genre called “street photography”. Although closely related to documentary
and photojournalism, street photography is perhaps more intimate, more
personal and even less dramatic. One of the things it does well is record
items of conceptual contrast (see below), juxtapositions of people and
objects or advertisements which are contradictory or give new meaning to
old words. Needless to say, street photography makes its own demands on
photographers, not only technical but also personal in that many of us have
to overcome shyness in order to capture the shots we want. Mark Dsouza in
his article in Picture Correct gives a good over-view of what it takes to do
street photography, some of the techniques and equipment you will need.
https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/street-photography-tips-with-any-camera/

How to Use Conceptual Contrast in Photography
We all know about “colour contrast” and “tonal contrast” but “conceptual
contrast”? Hannele Luhtasela-el Showk in a post for Digital Photography
School (https://digital-photography-school.com/conceptual-contrast-photography/)
says that like those other contrasts, basically it depends on “difference” but
in this case, ….it is more abstract and perhaps less obvious. It has to do with
ideas and as the name suggests, concepts, not with physical aspects such as
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light levels or color. She adds that…. conceptual contrast can add punch by
bringing together things that you might not normally expect to see in the
same image. It makes a photograph more interesting and raises questions
about the contrasting parts of the image…. When it’s done well, conceptual
contrast can help tell a story, function as an eye-opener, surprise the viewer,
and jar them into considering their response.
If they are to succeed, photos need to tell some kind of story. It does not
necessarily have to be about people’s behaviour or interesting objects:
photos can also tell a story which is just a wonderful aesthetic experience,
as when we view great abstracts in which there is no identifiable subject.
Conceptual contrast in some ways is closer to that kind of story: it stops
you in your tracks, makes you do a “double take”, and perhaps best of all,
either shocks you or amuses you at the new view of the world it awakes.
Although conceptual contrast involves some form of shock, it does not need
to be loud or “in your face” ¾ sometimes it is subtle, but once you get the
point, it packs a punch by giving the viewer new insights into the lives we
lead. In this way it not only
informs us, but can sometimes be
satirical and even funny in much
the same way that the punchline
of a joke comes as a surprise.
Photo: Bob Hay- Mt. Fuji from the Shinkansen,
2017 (iPhone 6)

At the risk of being self-indulgent,
I will illustrate the idea of
conceptual contrast with one of
my own recent images. Taken on
my iPhone 6 through the tinted
window of a shinkansen travelling at 230kph from Tokyo to Kyoto last
Christmas, this image contrasts the serene ¾ even revered ¾ beauty of Mt.
Fuji, the foremost icon of Japan, with the ugly muddle of the industrial
landscape so common in this, the third largest economy in the world.
Bob Hay
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